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The Kingdom of God is not about justice, Jesus says today, but about acknowledging that all 
people are equal. In the Kingdom of God, the first former are equal to the last and the last to the 
first, there is no hierarchy. No ranking by achievement, by merit, by diploma, by what you have or 
what you do: we are all equal. These are God's thoughts and they are beyond us. We have 
difficulty with that. We usually think in more and less. We would like to know where we stand on 
that ladder of value and appreciation. 
 
Who are these workers who haven't found a job at the 11th hour, i.e. around five in the afternoon? 
They are the weakest in our society:  
workers made redundant because their company wants to make more profit and give higher 
premiums to shareholders 
-people who are too old or too weak to work -  
-people without a diploma, in poor health or with a disability - aliens, asylum seekers, who made 
the wrong choices ... 
 
What Jesus puts up against this is a story of mutual solidarity, and of solidarity with the 
underprivileged. This solidarity shows this landowner in abundance. 
 
‘Nobody has hired us', say the workers who have no work at five o'clock. Nobody needed us. 
Nobody needed US. It means also:  nobody was aware that we needed them.   
The landowner pays one denarii. That is a day's wage, with which a family can live for two days. 
This landowner knew that these people needed Him.  
Is that beyond our thoughts as well? Do we realise that others also need God's attention and help, 
God's love?  
 
 
These are God's thoughts: that we will all live in such a way that others will be better off.  God's 
thoughts are not the right of the strongest or the first. God's thoughts are the needs of the weakest. 
God grants every person that they can participate in full life. Do we grant each other that full life? 
Do I increase or decrease the value of another person according to what she or he does or does 
not do for me? Or can I, like God, be good and give everyone the best, the real life. 
 
 A former superior sometimes told of his childhood in the war. Next to them lived a Jewish family 
with four children. When the apples were ripe from a new tree that father had planted, he gave 
them to the children next door. His mother then asked him: at least you gave them the most 
beautiful apples.  
 
Do we give our fellow human beings the most beautiful apples? Do our thoughts resemble God's 
thoughts or does God's goodness remain far above us? 
 
You can also turn it around: do I accept with joy and thankfulness what God grants me? And do I 
therefore allow others to enjoy this gift as much as I do?  
We have received so much simply because we are human beings. And we have no merit in that. 


